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Go through your home and upload photos of five beauty products you own. You can also download images online and upload them. Think about what made you purchase the products that you have selected? Is it the brand? Is it the smell of the product? Is it because you saw the product in an advertisement? If so, which product benefit was appealing to you?
Was it the packaging design? If so, what specifically about the packaging design attracted you?
Name, Age

Country of residence

Upload the photo of the first
product

Linda, 24

Halyna, 23

Germany

Estonia

Russian

Ukraine

Write some notes about the first
product that you have selected.

Estonia

Ukraine

Upload the photo of the second
product

Write some notes about the second
product that you have selected.

Upload the photo of the third
product

Write some notes about the third
product that you have selected.

Upload the photo of the fourth
product

Write some notes about the fourth
product that you have selected.

Upload the photo of the fifth
product

Write some notes about the fifth
product that you have selected.
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I was looking for some natural
face cream substitude on IHerb,
since I want to minimize
chemicals from my skincare.This
oil was one of the most popular
products on the website.
Therefore I decided to order it.
Besides, I’ve heard about it from
a beauty blogger before.

0

This is my third or second bottle. I
do not remember exactly why I
bought the first one, but probably it
was because of the brand.

This one was recommended by an
Instagram blogger I am following. It
is also quite cheap, but the
packaging looks kind of
professional.

I just saw it in the store. I choose it,
because it is made in Estonia out of
natural ingredients and I was
curious to try.

Again never heard about the brand
and saw this product in a random
cosmetic store. I just tried it and
liked the texture and the smell.
Also, I like that the packing looks
like it was bought in the pharmacy.

0

Gel Garnier Fructis Structure: It
wasn’t the cheaper product,
however, my usual brand
for this kind of product is not
available out of Spain so I was
forced to change, as I trust
the brand I chose it. I really liked the
packaging too.

Amplifier Gel Catwalk: This product
is a professional one, I only buy it in
my beauty
salon, it was recommended by my
hairdresser. I like the way it smells.

Fragrance Pure Issey Miyake: In the
fragrance world, they have the
custom of stopping
in certain fragrance producing after
few years. Around 1 year ago, I
finished my
previous fragrance and I asked the
shop assistant for the most similar
smell as possible
that it is currently available. I also
loved the shape of the bottle and its
aesthetic in
general.

Lipstick L’Oréal Les Chocolats:
Absolutely all my make-up staff is
by L’Oréal. My
mum has always used the brand
and when I started to use make-up
she bought for me.
In fact, she bought the lipstick for
me as well, she did that because I
love chocolate and
actually they smell like chocolate,
when I tried them I really liked
them.
I have just noticed the smell is the
most important factor for my
purchase. I also decided
the body gel and body milk based
on the smell. Even I have a
medicinal lipstick with
raspberry smell.
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Lipstick

Eyeliner
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Eyeliner

Blush

Eye shadow, eye-brow kit

mascara
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More than 5

2

1

5

Lipstick and eyeliner

Mascara, bronzer and foundation

eyebrow pencil

I use this brand for a long time. It is
cheap and the quality is good. I
bought this particular lip gloss,
because I liked the color.

I moved to Estonia only few months
ago. In my luggage, I didn’t take with
me any kind of
product for the shower because I
would have had to pay for overweight baggage, so the first
visit to the supermarket was a chaos.
I had to buy several products for my
hair, I usually use
four different products each time I
take a shower: shampoo (Garnier
Fructis), conditioner
(Garnier Fructis), structure gel
(Deliplus) and amplifier gel
(Catwalk). So, I went directly to
the shelves where I expected to find
them but, surprisingly, Estonian
supermarket are not used
to selling curly hair products from big
brands. I was obliged to substitute
my typical staff for
new one. Shampoo Garnier Fructis
Thick and Gorgeous: I decided to
buy it because the shampoo
I have been using for the last 6 years
is also Garnier Fructis. There were
more shampoos
from the same brand offered, I
discarded those ones that were
specifically
recommended for straight hair and I
smelled the rest for the last choice,
this one was
my favourite.

Finland

Finnish

Evolve Moisture Mist. I got this
product in paid collaboration. I chose
it because I loved the minimalist
packaking and cute simple labe that
reminded me of the old pharmacys. I
also thought that I'd love the smell of
moringa. It leaves my face fresh and
moist, so I like it.

Lumene Calming Eye Cream. I
bought this because it is a finnish
product and it was on sale. I also
had a need for a new eye cream.
After using it I really could not tell
the difference.

Nurme Essential Oil Lavender. I got
also this product in paid
collaboration. I chose it because I
truly love essential oils and the
smell of lavender. I wanted this
specific product because I thought
that this could be multipurpose
product to use in diffuser, with
laundry, cleaning etc.. I love it!

So Bio Hydro Eye Cream. I chose
this because it was on sale and I
needed a new eye cream. I bought
this at the same time I bought
Lumene's product, even I didn't
need a two. But because both were
on sale, I thought maybe I would
prepare and go with these both.
After using it I really could not tell
the difference.

Schmidt's Natural Deodorant. I had
a recommendation of this, and
wanted to try a different deodorant.
I thought that I'd love the smell, but
actually it smells almost like sweat
itself. So I was pretty unsatisfied
with this one. Also it didn't do it's
work.

Estonian

Clinique Moisture Surge CCcream SPF 30 - I chose this
product based on my trust in the
brand. I asked some advice from
the salesperson and was able to
try a sample before buying the
product.

MAKEUP STORE Wonder
Powder - it caught my eye
because of its packaging. Over
time I have acquired a selection
of products in this line and they
can be stacked together
perfectly. However, I use this
product purely because of it
works well on my skin and is
ling lasting. Animal cruelty free.

Mediceuticals Dermatological Oily
Scalp Kit - because I had to wash
my hair daily which is damaging to
hair I was looking for a solution. In
the end I decided to visit a
Trichology Center. After analysis of
my hair and scalp I got
Mediceuticals products and they
worked extremely well. Also animal
cruelty free.

URBAN DECAY All Nighter Face
Mist - I was looking for a face mist
to enhance the longevity of my
evening makeup. I did a quick
research on different hopefully
objective reviews. For example
makeupalley.com shows every
reviewers skin type, age etc which
helped me to find the right fit. Also
animal cruelty free.

Duac Gel - is a medical product. I
had slight problems with hormonal
acne and I tried a lot of over the
counter products with little
advancements. AT the end I
decided to ask a dermatologist,
which I should of done earlier.

the eye mascara the price

the eyeliner it was bought just
because of ‘super fine’
characteristic;

Lipstick: the color and texture

-Based on my needs
-Based on the price: I always
consider both quality and price.
-Based on the recommendations of
my friends or sometimes based on
the advertisements.
-Colorful packages motivate me to
buy.
-Products which have English
translation on their packages mostly
attract me to look at them.
-I prefer to buy products which the
ingredients are written on their
packages.

The lipstick I really liked the
brand and the colour;

More than 5

3

More than 5

20 - includes makeup

More than 5

Deodorant: smell & functionality
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2

1

It's actually a gift, and the only
perfume that I own. I like that luxury
and precious appearance, and the
smell of course. I like that there was
a small travel version attached.
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Mascara, Alverde, vegan product

1

4

3

5 or more.

Very Vegan Lipstick: it was on sale,
a nice colour, vegan and really
cheap. Also quite small and cute.

VICE lipstick: I tried on the colour,
because they had Ruby Rose in the
ad for it :D The colour suited me so I
bought it.

0

3

5 or more

Glamglow moisturizer. I am
following one cool Russian make up
artist, who is testing all the
products on herself and writes
reviews in Instagram. So I read her
reviews from time to time and if I
find something nice and suitable
according to my standards, I buy it.
I am super happy with this choice
and from then it is a must-have for
me. I always buy a new one as
soon as the pack is finished. Nice
texture, it softens my skin and
leaves a nice feeling. Perfect as just
a cream, as a base for the makeup.
I can't smell, but people say it
smells nice too and this information
is also important for me.

Clinique mascaras. Grey one I
bought after my other's advice and
I love it. The last time I bought that
exact one in Netherlands and got
other samples as a gift and they
are awesome too. So this brand I
trust for sure. Vivien Sabo mascara
- also advice from that Russian
make-up blogger. Surprisingly
cheap and very cool one.

Body Shop Japanese Camellia
Cream - wonderful for a dry skin. I
was advised by someone else to
buy it. I was searching for some
effective body cream, as ny skin is
very dry. I like body shop in general,
and this cream was a great advise.

3

3

5 or more

The sunscreen was prescribe by my
dermatologist. I tried and I like bc is
cheap and does not let my skin
grease. Also I need little quantity for
all my face, so it last a lot.

It is the brand I always use, bc I like
that it makes my eyelashes longer
but also with more volume. Loreal
makeup is not available in my
country, so I have to ask my friends
who travel to bring it from Europe
or USA

My eyeliner is always brown, I dont
use other color, but I like a little bit
grease so, you can have a lot and
apply easier.

0

Ukraine

Ukrainian

Sculpting lotion: the price and and
function

Hair oil: the smell & the glass bottle
))

Emily, 25

Italy

Italian

DM brand from Germany. Bought
based on advices of friends and
sister about the brand in general.
Chosen based on the shape of the
brush. I also like the rounded shape
of the packaging.

Bought based on my hairdresser's
advice (who I trust very much). It
looks elegant and professional, so it
makes me feel like I'm taking care
of my hair. It's the only thing that I
put on them while showering
because I trust it technically. I
appreciate also that it is for
frequent washes (but there is no
indication on the label).

My mom first bought it and I
continued. I trust her to have taken
a product with few and natural
ingredients. I don't really like the
packaging, but the colour is
fascinating.

It's a tradition in my grandma's
house. They use it for everything,
even cleaning leather shoes and it's
for me like a must-have in life. The
packaging reminds me of my
childhood, even though then I'd
preferably buy the metal version.
It's really budget, and I like that it's
for every part of the body.

Barbora, 27

Slovakia

Slovak

It is my zero waste shampoo.

Teeth powder, zero waste.

Intimate shower gel, bought at
pharmacy.

Carolina, 22

Estonia

Estonian

Missha BB cream: My friend
recommended the brand to me. I
was looking for a BB cream
because I was not satisfied with my
other foundations. There were two
different options, this and another
one in a really pretty and fancy
packaging, but I chose this,
because it was cheaper.

Mizon moisturizing cream: I liked
that it was a Korean brand (they
have a really good reputation), the
colour and texture of the cream.
Both the colour and the texture,
which is really smooth, a bit
transparent and water-like, felt
really soothing to me and helped
me calm my nerves before going to
sleep at night.

Eyeshadow palette: I bought it
because it had a red eyeshadow,
which I had been looking for for
ages. All the other red eyeshadows
I'd found were either not totally red
or really really expensive, but this
one was part of a palette and for
an okay price. The brand seemed
trustworthy too.

Marzan, 25

Russia

Russia

NYX eye shadows. I like NYX brand,
so I am following them in
Instagram, last year the was an ad
of these eye shadows all the time,
and I liked the colors, so I bought it
and I like it, even though I do not
use all of them :)

Pawpaw lip balm. Bought only
because of the package design,
Ingredients also liked the
description and that it is very
multifunctional, it can ve used also
as nail oil and face balm, not just
lips. Only after I found out that it is
quite a popular brand.

I wanted to try a new brand for
face podwer, so I went to a shop, I
put it on I like it how it feeled

I wanted to have a new color in
cheeks, more like brown and
sparkle so i passed by a beauty
shop and they suggested that one. I
tried I bought it

This foam I bought recently
because I wanted to try a new
cleansing product. I, as always,
wanted to try French brand. The
amazing. That is why I decided to
buy this product even without any
recommendations from anyone. I
am using it already for a week and
enjoy the smell very much.

; the cream the brand;

Body butter: it was a present. The
package and the smell are great

I chose this hair spray because my
sister uses L’Ore al Professional hair
cosmetics and I tried some when I
was staying at her place and my
hair had become much better. I
actually wanted to buy a hair oil
from the same brand but it was too
expensive in Estonia, so I bought a
cheaper substitute. I did not like the
smell of it at first since it was a bit
too flowerly for me, but afterall it
does its job. The good thing about
this product that it is a spray and it
distributes all over the hair
efortlessly. Also,
after all it matches my pink-green
beauty products color scheme ☺

I have got this serum from my
sister’s friend who had a spare one.
I really wanted to try this product,
since there was a lot of
advertiasment of i

1

4

5

9

4

Ada, 25

Again, the same story with French
cosmetics. At the summer time, my
skin becomes very oily and I have (I
think) problematic skin, sometimes I
get irritations and pimples. So I was
looking for something that can calm
down my skin. Salicylic acid (one of
the components of the product) is a
well know product that is used in
my family to avoid irritations and
heal the skin. We can even buy
salicylic acid in the pharmacies in
Ukraine. In addition, I liked the smell
of the

5

4

2

Portuguese

I have always heard that the
French cosmetics is the best in
terms of self-care, ladies there have
very clear skin and many
dermatologists and beauty gurus
recommend Bioderma, especially its
micellar water. First, I bought a
travel version that I could try, and
take with me when I travel. I started
using it and I really liked the smell
of it, and it cleans my cosmetics
very well. It fits me well, it does not
dry the skin and it is very gentle.

1

1

1

Sweden

It is my day cream.

3

the perfume the smell and the
brand

Lina, 28

Ukrainian

8

Face

I was looking for good face
serum on IHerb. This one had
one of the best rate and good
reviews. Therefore I decided to
order it.
Besides, I’ve heard good
feedbacks about this producer
before

Nupu, 23

Estonia

1

Hair

I’ve been using this mascara for
years. It was presented to me by
my sister. I like its the natural
effect.
Now I buy it all the time,
especially when it’s on sale.

Iran

Alice, 22

8

10

9

If Elle asked you to propose your favorite product for their print magazine, which product would
you choose? Does the product form align with the benefits of the product claim? If yes, explain
how is the product beneficial to you? (Here is an example one of the products from ‘8 Body
Lotions ELLE.Com Editors Swear By’).

Place the makeup that you have on a Likert scale which has five-points (where ‘0’ is not important at all and ‘5’ is very important). Below is an example to help you understand how you can complete this task.

Body

My friend was using this product.
I tried it and decided to buy.
Besides I’ve heard a lot about
NYX’s brow products from
bloggers.

Estonia

Columbia

1

Medication for a skin condition

Bought it because it was
recommended by the beauty
blogger and has positive reviews.

Missha Near Skin Dustless Bubble
Pack to Foam – This one I got
because the
description of the product sounded
good to me. The design is quite
pleasing;
the matt glass was nice to hold in
hand. I liked to have it in this quite
big
bottle, so when I was moving and I
had to put the stuff into a smaller
bottle, I
had a hard time throwing it away.

Reyhaneh. 29

Estonia

Face

Matis SOS Pate – This one I bought
out of necessity, based on a
recommendation of a consultant in
a shop, who said she used it
herself. The
package is quite basic, not too
much to look at, but the thing does
its job.
Probably, would never go for it if I
didn’t get a recommendation.

Spanish

Nataly, 32

Hair

Lush Let the Good Times Roll
Cleanser – I always liked Lush,
because it
smells amazing (and the shop too)
and the products they make are
natural.
That’s a great selling point,
especially now that everyone starts
caring about
the climate. I don’t pay as much
attention to the package (it’s quite
basic, but
super recognizable), as I look at the
product itself, smell and what it
does. This
one is a Corn based cleanser, I’ve
tried all the cleansers they have,
and I’m still
coming back to this one. Smells
absolutely delicious.

Estonia

Estonia

7

Select a number for each product category to illustrate how important is it for you.

Body

Body Shop Drops of Youth Liquid
Peel – I never bought any skincare
from the
Body Shop before that, I was
thinking of the brand as shampoo
and soap
producer. The package of this one
is very simple and minimalistic, not
super
catchy. This one I bought following
an advice from my friend, I’ve tried
it
before from her bottle and it
worked. Otherwise, I would have
never even
looked at the skincare section in the
shop.

Paula, 21

Klarika, 29

Medication for a skin condition

Kiehl’s Ultra Facial Cream – I was
trying different moisturizers for my
whole
life, but every time they were either
too greasy or just wouldn’t make any
difference. I bought this one because
I’ve heard the brand name before,
and
the presentation in the store looks
quite appealing to the eye. The
packages
are also quite cool in my opinion –
minimalistic, lots of information, no
cheesy
pictures. I think that way to skincare
product looks the most serious. This
one
doesn’t have any smell, but I fell in
love with the effect it has on my skin.

I wanted to try some skin product
with acids.

Anna, 22

6

Write the number of products that you have in the following categories.

Open an online store in your browser. Observe a variety of products. Pick three products that inspire you.

Requires you to capture screenshots and write some notes on why do they appeal you. Capture screenshots of three of your favorites for review.

Nationality

3

5

5

5

3

5

5

4

eyeshadow and lipstick

5

5

blush

Eyeliner

Bronzer, lip pencil and lipstick

Scrub
Bronzer
Mask

Lip gloss

Lipliner

5

concealer

Strobe cream, eye shadow

Brow, mascara and lipstick

Highlighter

Eyeliner

Conditioner
Mascara
Brow gel/pencil
Serum
Toner

eyebrow pencil

Mascara, sun powder

Face mist and chapstick

2

3

5

5

5

3

5

3

4

4

1

1

1

2

Makeup and lipstick

Lipbalm

Brow shadows, mascara, eyeliner

Mascara and eyeliner

5 or more

1

3

5

5

Eyeliner

Blush

Mascara, lipstick and concealer

3

5

5

4

5

Eye shadow, brow pencil

5 or more

2

2

5

Lipstick, eyeliner and mascara

5

5

eyebrow pencil and mascara

Face
cream/oil
Face wash
Shampoo
Foundatio
n

Try a few lines about your favourite
beauty product.

This silky moisturizing cream
is going to change the way you
feel about your skin forever.
No grease, just pure nourishing:
this cream is not called ultra for
nothing. It does exactly what it’s
supposed to do. Deep moisturizing
with results
noticeable even after one use, no
greasy feeling after, works for
combination skin perfectly (and all
skin types). It really helps my skin to
survive a cold dry climate I’m
usually spending winters in, I put it
on every
night before I go to sleep (except
summers when it’s hot), and my
skin is
always very soft like baby skin.

Concealer, BB cream

Blush

Eyeliner

Face powder

Write some notes about the first
news that you have selected.

This one has a very pretty and
colorful picture and features words
“natural”

It’s hard to choose, but I guess I’ll
go with Vitamin C&E serum with
Hyaluronic
acid from “Yeouth”. This product is
Paraben, Sulfate, Phthalates,
Fragrance and GMO Free, which is
the
main thing I pay attention to while
buying skin products now.
The producer promises the
following:
Medical-grade moisturizing
serum plumps and tightens skin.
Powerful anti-aging formula fills
in crevices and diminishes the look
of fine lines
and wrinkles.
Reduces pore size, diminishes
dark spots and signs of aging
caused by UV exposure,
revealing brighter, more radiant
skin.
Non-greasy, paraben and oil free.
Great for all skin types.
I feel like that my skin becomes
smoother, brighter and tighter after
using this serum, so
this aligns with the claims. Can’t
comment on the anti-aging effect
since I don’t have
much wrinkles yet
Basically, I like the packaging
(comes in glass, which is important
to me), texture and
effect, which makes it my favorite
beauty product.
Besides, I like the company
philosophy, which is also important
for me.

Upload the second screenshot

Write some notes about the second
news that you have selected.

This one also has quite a nice
illustration, which makes me think
of “healthy” and
“natural”. The word “clean”
referring to beauty products also
made me click.

The topic of sustainability, ecology,
zero-waste is interesting and
important for me, so I
would definitely check articles
about the brands that care about it
as well.

Upload the third screenshot

Write some notes about the third
news that you have selected.

This one I clicked because it said
something about “recycling”, which
I consider an
important topic in today’s world.

Upload image of your first
selected product.

What emotions does the first
selected product aspire to?

cleanliness
purity
youthfulness_

Besides, I am paying attention to
the articles about the “hot topics”
(like a trend of body
positivity, gender equality) and
brands’ success stories, from which
I can learn.

This product caught my attention,
since it has an organic award, it is
made of natural
ingredients and is packed in
recyclable packaging.

I am still figuring out what is best
for my skin, so I usually stop and
read such articles. Especially when
it is not just a list of products, but
also contains some explanations or
expert opinions.

I like small brands that are trying to
refer to their local beauty recipes
and manufacture from local
products.

What emotions does the second
selected product aspire to?

being elegant
calmness
Serenity

This set just looks really nice.
Christmas packaging makes
the producer, and such a format
allows to try different products
without buying a full version.

Upload image of your third
selected product.

What emotions does the third
selected product aspire to?

11
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What beauty product do you
dream of?
Let your imagination go wild.
Do not worry about the idea of
being too futuristic, this is
how new products are created!

What is your idea of beauty? The saying “beauty is in the eye of the beholder” suggests subjective. But other sayings, “beauty
is the truth” or “beauty is eternal” suggest there is some objective quality to beauty. However, we all have personal ideas of
beauty. What are yours?

Write some notes about your
ideal beauty product.

I would really like to have a fully
natural products which won’t go
bad in a month or to,
because it is a problem of organic
cosmetics – if you don’t add
preservatives the product
won’t last for long.
Besides, it will be cool to have a
kind of a “smart” skin product
which analyses your skin
problems and somehow works just
where it is needed.

I do agree with the saying “beauty is
eternal”, since nice face doesn’t
make people
beautiful. Basically, in my opinion,
beauty is in naturality, simplicity and
lust for life. It
also includes sharp&open mind,
positive thinking, understanding of
your goal/function
in life and healthy look.

This one is a bit intriguing as
pictures of man are not usually
used for the promotion of makeup. And it looks retro.

I actually would like to have
skincare products that are universal
for everyone. Often, it is so
frustrating when you buy
something with the good review
and it is made for your skin type,
but it just does not work at all. So,
something that can adjust to your
skin type can be a life saver. Or, at
least, some software that can
predict with 99% accuracy which
product will be the best fit for your
skin.

I like natural beauty. I think
everybody can be beautiful; it is just
the matter of confidence. I like to look
at people, who feel good in their own
skin and are not trying to fit into
some beauty standards.

Self-confidence, Attraction, Desire

What I have been thinking just few
seconds before starting with this
task is that I had
to wash my hair but I finished my
conditioner. Now, I am missing
bigger bottles but at
the same time I realised that I
usually have problems for carrying
all my products with
me when I will go to the bathroom
(I have all of them in my own room).
Besides, as I
said, I love packaging but for some
products for showering they are
extremely unusable.
I might guess deleting the whole
packaging and, somehow, using
capsules whose
superficial film disappears with the
water, like for washing machine.

Although, I try to have white attitude I
think everybody is extremely
influenced by
the beauty canons of each age.
Nowadays, after a period in which
canons have been
marked by Victoria Secret top
models, people starts to be a little bit
more openminded towards what
beauty might be.
In order to define how I understand
the beauty I have decided to choose
two beauty
icons who have occupied first pages
of the newspapers. Rihanna, who
actually hasn’t become well-known
because of the beauty, is a
business woman with an own beauty
brand. She doesn’t fit exactly with the
canon (non-white skin, afro hair, wide
nose, tattoos, curvy…) and usually
wears
what she understands as trendy.

Chiara Ferragni, one of the most
followed instragramer in the world.
Typical
beauty concept.

In my opinion beauty is in simplicity,
not in noise jobs and heavy makeup.
When I see a person (female or
male) and he/she smells good with
tidy hair and clean dresses I say that
he/she is a beautiful person.

To me, the first class are always
easier to make relationship with
them. They look more trustable,
honest, kind and nice. In the other
hand, in facing with the second
class with heavy makeup I always
feel lack of confidence and hard to
make a relationship.

Sugar Helsinki is a PR agency with a
strong focus on sustainable and
ecological values.

More makeup than I prefer. Big lips
and eyes.

My favourite beauty product as you
have checked is the perfume. I like
reading
magazines about new ones and
watching TV advertisements of
perfumes in Christmas.

I would read this article because
jewellery is a very trendy accessory.
Even though, I think
I have never used it.

Calm, Pleasure, Satisfaction

Lipstick, cover cream

Exfoliating Facial Mask 100ml,
Effectively scrub dirt and excess
grease from the pores of the face,
neck, and neckline area by
normalizing the oily appearance of
the skin. White tea extract
refreshes, moisturizes and
smoothes the skin.

This article is attracting for me
because it gives me a
comprehensive overview of
different types of masks, their
benefits and their applications. I
know what is my skin type but I
don’t know which ingredients have
the best solution for my type. So I
most probably open this news.

It motivates me to click because this
headline pointed the price of the
product, the application of the
product and the high selling in
amazon at the same time.

I’m willing to open this news
because there is pointed to my
major need which is having a soft
and shiny hair.

Because it specifically refers to
ingredients also scars and marks
which are the major problem I have.

Because it specifically mentioned
the ingredients (coconut oil) and its
benefits which I exactly was
looking for.

Specifically mentioned my major
problems: frizzy hair, damaged and
colored hair.
Benefits: Strengthen and restore
which I care about.
Ingredients which I like are included
in this product: Avocado and sweet
almond.

This coconut oil is all natural and
super multipurpose. I love the smell
(and the taste, haha). It's super
good for a skin (body and face) and
I can use it also in cooking (another
can of course).

Sugar Helsinki is a PR agency with
a strong focus on sustainable and
ecological values. I was interest
about the headline that told about
tha bracnk for Sugar Helsinki had
done for the Waleda.

I don't really read much reviews.

First one had a cute pink packade
and the smell would be nice. I need
a new deodorant and this one is all
natural.

The second one was finnish
product and it's zero waste! All
reacyclable and tha'ts super great. I
also love the idea about "oil
cleansing cake". I don't even know
what's that, but sounds fun and
something new.

The third product was also finnish
and it looked super classy with
wooden package. I also liked the
color of the lipstic.

It's all natural, zero waste, made of
some finnish elements you can find
from the nature. No parabens or
anything unnatural!

Clinique 7 Day Scrub Cream - it
really makes your skin soft and
flawless, all the while not
damaging it even with daily use. I
like that it has no added fragrances,
colors etc due to having a sensitive
acne prone skin. I use it every night
and it makes skin very smooth,
which is also good before applying
evening makeup.

I chose this article due to beaut
industry being a big strain on the
environment and these kind of
news/trends give customers an
option to support cleaner/greener
products.

China is a problem due to it being a
huge market and requiring animal
testing from companies who want
to import their products. In-vitro
human skin could be one step
closer to the answers that would
persuade currently unwavering
stakeholders to stand against
animal cruelty.

Foreo Luna products look colorful
and quirky - they sell a lifestyle.
They instill a sense of fun in the
observer. It is something new and
interesting.

MMSphere looks smart and
appears to be useful here in Estonia
where we lack sunshine. What
comes to mind is calmness and
eloquence.

Bodyshop Banana Body Yogurt - I
can already smell it and feeling the
smoothness of it. I like that it is
called Body Yogurt. Makes me feel
excited and warm - like summer. I
also want to eat it.

I want to be able to find the perfect
match to my (skin, hair, nails etc)
needs at home and by myself.
Word of mouth is generally of no
help due to individuals having
different skin or hair types as well
as likes and dislikes. I think that
technology and science can
someday enable home kits for
analyzing our properties. I would
like to get an individualized product
with preferred fragrance and
consistency or even in a form of a
pill. The more individualized it gets
the more choices I could make in
order to enhance my lifestyle.
What is your idea of beauty?

concealer

mascara, mineral powder, cc cream
and concealer

I do not have any preferred type of
perfume, but I really like fragrance.
It gives me nice feelings and
activates certain areas of my brain.
Sometimes the product form makes
me buy it, but not necessary
because of its benefits. Just
because it looks nice from the
outside

.Fragrance

Smart tech is always interesting to
me. In this case, I might not buy this
kind of product, I do like that the
goal is to help user analyze the
condition of their hair and therefore
have a better understanding what
kind of products to use and how to
take better care of their hair in
general.

I don’t get attracted to products
headlines. I buy products that I
know and usually when I need it. I
like to buy products from home
sellers like Avon or Oriflame
because I already know its quality
and that they have what I need.

I like the colours. They have strong
colours, make me feel more
powerful and prettier.

Sorry, I don't read beauty news

Lipstick: feeling feminine.

I really like it because it's simple, I
don't have to use too much and it
does the job. I feel I'm taking care of
myself simply while doing
something that I'd do anyway
(wash my hair) and even though it's
expensive I feel like it's a good
investment for my hair health. It
doesn't smell too much, it's fresh.
The packaging is simply
professional; telling you what it
does, and nice to hold.

I like the idea of sustainability that
it brings. Like I could be proud of
myself because I'm not polluting the
world with a lot of little bottles just
to feel good. Also I'm generally
attracted to the Occitane brand: it
looks like something precious,
natural, a little bit vintage, curated.

I'm interested about it science-wise.
Also, even though I think they're
usually necessary, I would love if
we could overcome animal testing.

I like the idea of customised beauty:
something for me, which can even
maybe teach me how to take care
of myself specifically, something
which knows me, based on a
professional point of view.

Mascara is the only thing that I try
to always wear. I like my eyes and
when I highlight them, I feel more
beautiful and good with myself. I
like the idea of an intense looking.
Thus, I would like for once to buy a
very expensive one, but which I can
trust to do the job in a different
way. Like a treat to myself. I also
like the curious shape and the
romantic and elegant looking.
Finally, the brush shape looks
interesting and I would like to try it.

Concealer

Bio Czech face cream. It is bio and
good quality, I like the consistency
and the smell and it is really good
for my type of skin

It is about the best mascaras of
season, from Vogue cz

It is from zero waste shop

It is review on bio facial creams

It is really great cream for sensitive
skin, very tender

BB cream

Eye shadow

Nude eyeshadows are basically all
you need to satisfy your
eyeshadow, eyeliner, eyebrow,
contour and highlighter needs.

I don't really read beauty articles :/ I
usually look for tips on the cheapest
ways to achieve the best result.

lip balm, lip stick, brow pencil

mascara, eye pencil

Definitely Glamglow cream I wrote
about earlier. Does what it is said
on the package. I use it for 2 years. I
did not see it in any ads, I only read
a review of that blogger and
decided to try. The package is also
very cute.

Post about CBD cosmetics, I use it
myself, its effective, and I am
curious about South Africa, so this
news would click on that

I just use Body Shop a lot, I like this
brand and trust it, so I clicked

Time saving, it gives me freedom
and smell good

I never read about it, if I select
something would be some natural
recipes or products .... I try to use
less everyday of chemicals.
Although I never done this mask
recipes

I used to make my own deodorant,
it work good and I can reuse the old
plastic containers. I have problems
w most of the deodorants bc they
dont work good for me or I get
allergies

Sunscreen, tweezer and eye lash
curler

Fun, Fresh, Adventure

Fancy, pretty, girly

Just lots of colorful jars of
cosmetics, drags attention. And the
brand is interesting

Even if there is not evidence that
prove that antitranspirant is the
cause of breast cancer, I think It
makes sense that something that
does not let you eleminate toxines,
It is the cause that those toxines
have to be something else inside
your body.... antitranspirant doe not
mean, you stop sweating.

for hair: looks like a nice product, I
am always in a search of some oils,
fluids, sprays to help my hair to look
healthier

yummy, joy, fresh

I need something like a shampoo
which decrease the speed of body
hair growing. Using current hair
removal products consume time
and money. Some products like
wax and beeswax are painful to
use, consume much more time and
also damage the skin.

I don’t feel I need any product extra.
All good for me.

What is missing for you?

What problems do we need to
solve in the beauty industry?

What unmet consumer needs
can we cater to?

Since I’m not a big cosmetics user,
and I usually don’t use digital means

Randomly found this product. Never
heart of it before, but I really liked
this simplistic
packaging. I feel like minimalistic
design makes products look more
expensive.

I think I like it because of my
background, I really realise
packaging and design when I buy.

This one is fun and cool at the same
time, because, usually, potato is not
seen as an indigent for a beauty
product. And the packaging is so
simple, but looks very nice.
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Write some notes about the
Write some notes about the
Find an image that really
image that captures the concept
image that captures the concept captures the concept of beauty in
of beauty in the society you live
of beauty for you.
the society you live in.
in.

My idea of beauty is being as natural
as possible. I don’t wear much
makeup myself, and I appreciate
when others don’t overuse it. Healthy
looking skin is also an important
criterion for me. Makeup can be a
powerful tool, but most of the people
use it to cover up the imperfections
they think they have instead of
learning how to get benefit from it.

My needs and what if offers are
aligned. For example, I look for a
unique smell, a nonusual fragrance
for being recognised. Today, one of
my mates where I live has said to
me that he knows who was in the
bathroom because he had
recognised my fragrance.

This one just looks appealing. I like
such artistic and creative makeups. So I immediately want to check
this out when I see such previews.

Find an image that really
captures the concept of beauty
for you.

In terms of what products do, I have
everything I need, the market is
insanely big, I think people did all
kind of stuff already.
I’m really missing a brand what
would have refills for products that
we use,
there’s so much waste from that,
and if we only could come to the
store
with the bottle we already own and
get some more product, would be
perfect. If the package would also
be pleasing, so people would want
to
continue refilling it.

naughtiness
playfulness
rebelliousness

Foundation, eraser.

mascara, foundation and lip balm

Mascara

Upload image of your second
selected product.

Although, I am not a big fan of
make-up, I like reading about some
new drops and reveals. Also,
beauty calendars and boxes usually
contain some limited edition
products or products from unknown
brands that may be interesting.

Lipstick

Phard, kajol and lipstick

Upload the first screenshot

That would probably be my body
butter (Cocoa Butter Formula by
Palmer`s). I have very dry skin that
is easily irritated, especially during
the wintertime, so I need to use
some kind of moisturizer. This
butter is the best that I`ve tried so
far. The effect for me was visible
from the first try and it lasts for a
couple of days. Ingredients are
mostly natural and the brand is
cruelty-free. Overall, it has made
my skin softer and smoother as it
was promised. The only minus – it is
not fast-absorbing (like the
packaging claims).

Foundation and eye brow gel

Cream and fragrance

Perfume

Upload an image of your favorite beauty product

to
I chose the first image because I
find products, I don’t have any idea
think this woman is very pretty by what developments I’d like to see. I
nature and when she’s having
think
makeup it’s already too much.
what Body Shop did is a cool thing,
For me, she embodies almost
because people don’t even have to
perfect beauty. The second
go to a
image represents, as I think, the
doctor to find it out. I think
vision of beauty (or trends if you technology definitely makes it easier
to access
will) in modern society. Kylie and
information on products, you can
Kim Kardashian are having a
huge influence on young people, search all the ingredients and find
out what
but I really don’t accept their
they are doing. I think it can also
plastic surgeries and excessive
really help with marketing and
makeup.
moving eco

As for the customer needs, I think it’
s
helpful to learn about the products
before you buy them, to find a
perfect one for
you and then buy.

products forward and raising
awareness.

AI for choosing the best product for
you (skin color/texture etc)

I think beauty is in loving yourself
the way you are, which is quite
difficult due to having an inner
critic who says otherwise.
Everyone should be who they
want to be with confidence and
accept themselves with their
flaws and all. I think that people
with confidence, as well as
empathy are the most radiant
people.
However the real beauty in my
opinion is in the relationships.
Mother sees her little child as the
most beautiful creature in the
world. If you fall in love you can
see no fault in the object of your
infatuation. When my dog stares
at me for 30 minutes in a row, I
feel kind of good looking as well.
I chose this picture due to the
emotion in it. Sometimes we
forget what matters the most.
When we live without too much
difficulty, we tend to get stuck in
the small details like the blemish
on our cheek. However, when we
face for example disabilities in
our family, we reassess and see
the beauty in the relationships we
have.

your skin characteristics
I feel like the concept of beuty is still
misunderstood in the society I live.
It is still
associated with appearance,
weight and cosmetics.

The first girl in my culture would be
considered too “plain” and ordinary.
She is not that skinny, her hair color
is natural and “boring”, thin lips and
so on. But for me she is beautiful,
because she is happy and
confident.
Second girl represents modern
beauty standards: big lips, small
nose (usually turned up a bit), blond
hair (can be also very dark, but
never something in the middle),
bushy eyebrows and oval face.

I am actually not really sure. It
seems that a small number of rich
and beautiful show all the rest
through different media channels,
what is beauty. When reading
forums people tend to be very
critical of each other and a lot of
people still try to be better than
their neighbor. Latter intensified
with the coming of Instagram.
Everybody can now have a perfect
life. I snipped a picture of one
Estonian instagrammer. Every
picture is carefully constructed to
show the best side of the Instagram
user. The picture in hand conveys
what our society might see as
beauty - it tends to be material and
directed outwards. This culture
makes us very critical of each other
and ourselves.

Transmit sense of power,
elegance, simplicity.

Problems:

industry (too many products, fastchanging
trends)

As I already mentioned, I would like
to have an app that can predict what
beauty product will suite you. I know
that there is already something
similar on the market, but usually it is
not very accurate and is mainly for
make-up. So, it is just choosing the
product based on the color palette.
But, maybe, in the future we will have
an app that can fully eliminate the
need of going to the store: the one
that can choose and order products
for you and control your stock. I think
right now the beauty industry is too
fast. We should stop our
consumerism as most of our beauty
products expire before we can end
them, and we are buying new
products just because of
advertisement. Maybe, beauty
industry needs to focus on quality
rather that quantity.

No possibility to try out the product
before buying
Difficult to choose (huge variety)
Organic cosmetics is expensive
Mass market is not suitable for
everyone
No customized options

I think there is something for every
customer in the beauty industry. It
just needs to be harmonized as
some market segments are
overflown with products. Some
customers have a variety of choice
and others are forced to use the
same products all the time. The
whole industry is currently focused
on the people with high buying
power. Probably, instead of figuring
out new ways to advertise the
products that those people do not
actually need, companies need to
increase the variety of accessible
products for customers who are
currently left behind.

I would think about hair styles
before-trying. I mean, as some
Instagram filters
currently do, I would want to try on
some hair styles such as highlights,
hair dye
and so on. In my opinion, the high
standards based on white women’s
beauty are a problem.
Also, those products are usually
related to the animal damaged for
testing. I’m sure,
technology must be able to test the
products without damaging the
animals.

I guess personalized products
might be the future in beauty field.
The most similar
field where custom products are
available right now, it is textile
industry.

Since, I always have had problem
with the right combination of
different hair colors tonnage to make
a desire color that I wish, so it would
be good if there was an app that
customers would be able to select a
desire color hair and app could show
the recipe. Buying without testing the
product.
Fake product. (it is hard to recognize
fake and original products).
Variety of products.

No customized option.
High price
Fake products which are exactly
look like the original ones
Side effects of some cosmetics
products

More zero waste and natural options!

That's a hard question.. Maybe
more versatile products that you
can yous in several purposes!

Animal cruelty; polluting; the view
that everybody should fit in the
same mold; photoshopped to
perfection adds; false promises.

Individualization; how to find
the right product.

I don’t have any wishes. I don’t
have any problems

I don’t have unmet needs.

Oil: feeling comfy and looking good

Lotion: feeling comfy & secure

It would be made of natural
ingredients, universally applicable,
having great smell, comfy
packaging and easy to use, making
me feel great.

The beauty for me in in being
simple, true to oneself, healthy,
moving, expressive.

The beauty in society....well, it's kind
of broad philosophical question
here. It trying to think simply, the
beauty in society is perfection and
perfection standards are
changeable in society.

Unhealthy social standards of
beauty and perfection. Amount of
various poisons and unhealthy
additives to cosmetics and supplies
we use to take care of oneself.

Easy availability of high quality
natural cosmetics and other
supplies.

It conveys to me the idea of natural,
professional, and cleaning. I like the
idea of pureness, of washing my
pores. Also I lived in Milan and, at
the end of the day, I could feel the
weight and dirt of the air in my
skin.

I've always wanted to buy a good
matte nature lipstick. I like the idea
of a uniform colour, and of being
beautiful, without showing that you
have make up on. I like the idea of
expertise and professionality, as
well as minimalism and elegance,
that Chanel conveys.

I don't really have a precise idea
about it cause I usually don't really
spend time or money on these
products. I'm not so accustomed to
take care of myself (unfortunately).
But my idea of product is maybe
something customised on myself,
as natural and simple as possible,
that I can trust that if I do the effort
of using constantly, it will make me
feel better. Not something very
visible, something that improves
the appearance and health of what
is already my body and
characteristics.

Definitely pretty but peculiar,
imperfect, laughing, happy,
enjoying.

Perfect, smooth skin, constructed,
intense, in pose, careless.

Make people feel beautiful instead
of telling them how to be beautiful.

I think consumer needs are pretty
much all catered, in a way or in
another. It's almost confusing. I
think it'd be nice to have a
professional and trustworthy
indication tailored on yourself,
making you feel beautiful for how
you are and not what you put on.

It is ideal facial cream, with perfect
consistency and amazing smell :)
and other - great shampoo for my
curly hair

It is honey bee on flower. It is about
being careful what we apply on our
skin, to try to use natural sources
with care and responsibility and to
care about nature and to live in
harmony with it.

Everything is usually synthetic and
bad for us and our health.

To care about natural sources,
more healthy products, to think
more eco and responsible

I don't understand much this
question

cheap, pretty packaging, good
quality, cruelty free, versatile

simple, classy, androgynous
clothing

feminine, long hair, strong contours
and eyebrows

Torturing animals, body shaming,
racism

a lot cheaper brushes

Just natural beauty, not too much
make up, no surgeries, no fake
lashes and tatoo brows

This is not the worst example on
the picture, but the tendency is that
more and more women follow
those weird modern standards and
therefore lose the natural look and
identity.
I am not against make-ups of
course, but nowadays, there are so
many surgeries, injections, etc, that
create so many fake looking faces.

beauty products should not be
tested on animals, preferably nonallergic, as natural as possible

I was honestly thinking for the
whole day about it . And to me it
feels like everything is covered my
the beauty industry

acceting her beauty, her age, her
ways... Natural

only one way, the others are
unacceptable. lot of sacrifice... fear
of being out of the concept.

the idea of beauty can not be only
one. beauty is already something
you have, you do need more for
getting it. another things is take
care, for u to feel better... but
beauty is already there.

neck care.... I guess many people
forget about it .... needs
hydratations...

Perfect for winter

Unique, gothic, one of a kind

Love the smell of it

Lady-like, old-fashioned, elegant

Body shop Honey and Almond milk
butter. I just want it for a long time.
I have same hand cream and it is
awsome.

Just a fancy oil/serum for face. I
wouldn't mind trying. Looks
beautiful on picture and I in general
tend to trust that brand

eco, cute, awarness, delicate,
femmenin, girly

fresh, clean, floral, young adult,
simple

Long-lasting lipstick, that would not
dry off my lips. My lips are very
sensitive and almost any kind of
lipstick cause allergy reaction.
Some moisturizing cream or serum
that would show the result as soon
as I put it on my skin ))

plastic free, zero chemical, honest,
accepting the nature of the person,
something that promote diversity of
beauty. Check the notion of Wabisabi. A product that highlight
beauty in all its stages and ways.

